Internal Market Bill
 The Embassy were keen to stress that the UK government are fully committed to the
citizens’ rights aspects of the WA, & that the Spanish authorities are implementing
protocols for the protection of our rights
We have requested that the UK government make a firm commitment in writing
TIE update
 Lack of appointments are still an issue in some areas
 Rumours that the TIE will become more expensive/compulsory next year are untrue
 Any issues (examples below) re applications should be reported to the Embassy:
o being issued the wrong type, e.g. temporary instead of permanent
o being issued a TIE that says “family member” instead of resident in own right
o being asked for more documentation than is strictly necessary, e.g. photocopies of
passports
 Embassy Living in Spain guide has been updated to include more detail of the process
 A request has been made for Spanish authorities to update their guide with more detail
also
Communications
 The Embassy will be circulating ads on social media platforms, local radio & English language
newspapers
 3 video explainers over a 3-week period will answer queries relating to TIE applications,
including step-by-step instructions, as well as more general residency & healthcare queries
 An agenda of upcoming events will be circulated shortly

Stakeholders input
 We raised the issue of members failing to receive a response from the Embassy. This may have
been caused through making contact via the general enquiries email address. A specific
contact email address, that includes an online form & provides a reference number will be
supplied shortly
 Issues were raised relating to Spanish driving licences & a lack of appointments – what will
happen after the end of transition is still “subject to negotiations”
 The Embassy confirmed that should a lack of appointments or delays cause issues with TIE
applications, that all that was required to qualify for rights protected by the Withdrawal
Agreement was for applicants to be legally living in Spain by 31/12/20. Even if they are unable
to apply for a TIE until next year, as long as they were living in Spain prior to the end of
transition, they will have those rights. It was recommended that a paper trail be kept proving
date of arrival, registration on the padron, rental agreements etc.

United Kingdom National Support Fund organisations (UKNSF)
 UKNSF organisations are there to provide practical, hands-on support for the most vulnerable
 They can provide support online/on the phone outside of their specific geographical areas (see
main webpage for full details of organisations, contact details, opening hours etc.)
Healthcare – update from the healthcare team and Q&A
 The Embassy Healthcare Team confirmed that S1 holders qualify for healthcare & pensions,
plus entitlement to a UK EHIC card, which can be used across EU & in UK, even after transition
ends
 Workers in Spain making tax contributions receive Spanish healthcare & Spanish EHIC, which
they can also use across EU & in UK, even after transition ends
 EHICs for other groups, not covered in the above – are still under negotiation
 Early retirees not covered by S1 but can join Spanish health system (for a fee), with some
limited EHIC cover or have private healthcare. They would have to pay for prescriptions
though
 Your personal situation re healthcare cover is dependent on who pays for your healthcare now
 UK nationals can continue to access NHS when in UK (primary or secondary care)
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